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IJPEC highlights the latest trends in research in the field of
power generation, transmission and distribution. Currently there
exist significant challenges in the power sector, particularly in
deregulated/restructured power markets. A key challenge to
the operation, control and protection of the power system is
the proliferation of power electronic devices within power
systems. The main thrust of IJPEC is to disseminate the
latest research trends in the power sector as well as in
energy conversion technologies.
Contents
IJPEC publishes original papers, review papers, technical
reports and case studies. Special Issues devoted to
important topics in power system and energy conversion
will occasionally be published.
Topics covered include:
• Power system modelling and analysis
• Computing and economics
• FACTS and HVDC
• Challenges in restructured energy systems
• Power system control, operation,
communications, SCADA
• Power system relaying/protection
• Energy management systems/distribution
automation
• Applications of power electronics to power
systems
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• Power quality
• Distributed generation and renewable
energy sources
• Electrical machines and drives
• Utilisation of electrical energy
• Modelling and control of machines
• Fault diagnosis in machines and drives
• Special machines
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